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Introduction

The Moving Forward in Area A, Age Friendly Community Assessment, was 
launched  in 2020 with slight modifications due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The project was made possible through funding from the Union of BC 
Municipalities, with the support of the Regional District of Central Kootenay 
and Community Connections, to answer the initial question, how can we 
keep our precious elders healthy and happy in our communities? 

There are nine key features of an age friendly community that were 
indirectly discussed through the senior’s survey.  This report summarizes 
the findings of the assessment, including the features of an age friendly 
community and presents recommendations for action.  

Methodology

A google forms survey linked to the eastshore.life website was created and 
used to collect the survey data.  Three researchers were engaged to call 
local residents in the target demographic (age +55 and living in Area A) to 
invite their participation in the survey.  Respondents were given the option 
to complete the survey over the phone (with the researcher recording all 
responses) or online at a later time. Phone numbers were either found in 
the phone book or suggested by community members (and confirmed that 
numbers could be shared).   A sample of the survey questions used is 
attached as Appendix A.  

Timeline
August 4 - Mainstreet Newspaper article about the Age Friendly project
August 19 - initial email to seniors’ and health organizations to inform & 
enlist support
August 31 - meet to finalize phone survey questions
September 22 - community members by approached by email to finalize 
contact list
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September 29 - first meeting of Age Friendly Community Advisory Board
October 12 - first phone calls began
October 14 to 20 - bulk of surveys completed
October 19 - Mainstreet Facebook post published with survey link
October 20 to 24 - additional surveys completed
October 27 - second meeting of Age Friendly Community Advisory Board
November 13 - survey opened up for more Wyndel responses
November 22 - survey closed (129 total responses)
Survey Results - Demographic Highlights

129 surveys were completed.  22% of the responses were from Riondel, 
12.5% from Kootenay/Pilot Bay, 16% each from Crawford Bay and Boswell,
10% from Gray Creek and 16% from Wynndel.  

The majority (57%) do not have family in the area and 68% are in a 
relationship.  96% are full-time residents.  72% of responses were from 
females and 45% are age 61-70.  36% are age 71 to 80. 30% have mobility
challenges.  (to see the graphs better you can  click on them and zoom in 
to enlarge them).
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Survey Results - Best/Worst of COVID-19

One of the initial questions was to find out how people have been doing 
with the COVID-19 Pandemic.  Specifically we wanted to know what has 
been the best and worst of the situation for them.  32% of the positive 
comments were related to family and friends - such as extended visits 
outside over the summer.  21% of the positive comments were thankful for 
our small community “We are lucky to be here.”  

16% of the respondents felt there had been no change for them, or no 
“worst” of the situation.  But 50% commented that the worst was not being 
able to see people with the same freedom as before.  “Not seeing family we
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had planned to travel to visit is the worst.” Many people commented on 
family members out east or in the US.  There was concern for reduced 
activities, mental health impacts and the disconnection and isolation in 23%
of the responses.  “People staying away because of Covid, is lonely.”

Survey Results - Why People Moved

Another question asked residents if they have known people who have left 
the area and what the reasons for leaving may have been.  This question 
was an open ended question so in many cases multiple reasons were 
listed.  Each response was categorized with the results shown below.  50%
of responses included either being closer to health care/specialists/hospital 
facilities or moving to be closer to family.  The third most common reason 
was illness or health issues which implies a need to be closer to health 
care/specialists/hospitals.  

Details on the Nine Features of Age Friendly Communities

The Union of BC Municipalities has identified eight features of age friendly 
communities: we added a ninth- Food Abundance.  Although the survey did
not specifically ask about these features they were indirectly mentioned in 
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various long-answer responses.  Below is a summary of the references to 
these nine features of age friendly communities.  

Outdoor Spaces & Buildings

 49 Favorite Places - top results were Private Kitchens/Home/Garages
(19), Boswell Hall (8), Outdoors/Beach (8), Black Salt (7).  (note- the 
survey was done in the fall and even through the ferry is a favourite 
meeting place, it was only mentioned once because people are not 
going out as they were previously due to the pandemic) 

 16 Responses were none/not applicable (no favorite places)
 From the “Best of COVID” question many said they were spending 

more time outside
 A few comments about the Riondel Centre and accessibility to other 

buildings
 Universal design principles will be introduced to the five hall boards 

through meetings with the boards, and suggestions will be made to 
consider accessibility to their buildings.  

Housing

 From “How to Support Elders” - 6 varied comments including assisted
living, elder facility, small community homes & housing for youngers 
to provide support to seniors

 From “Why People Left” - 8 comments that people left for extended 
care facilities

 From “Additional Notes, Comments” some people are making 
modifications now to ensure they can stay in their homes, suites for 
live-in caregivers, kids are moving home, maybe we can rally for 
grants/funding for seniors to do these modifications
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 RDCK recently completed a housing needs assessment.  
(https://rdck.ca/assets/Government/Documents/2020-09-09-
Electoral_Area_A_Community_Summary.pdf)

Transportation

 From “How to Support Elders” - 32 varied comments - better public 
transit (11), help with transportation (6), rides/ride sharing (7)

 From “Why People Left” - 3 comments that people left due to 
transportation, indirectly though some people left because of medical 
services which is related to transportation

 The Bestshore Bus (community bus) offers food/medical 
pickups/health transportation

 Better At Home offers volunteer drivers for medical appointments and
wellness, although this service is not available during Covid. 

Social Participation

 From “Clubs & Organizations” - there were 47 unique activities 
people mentioned

 Common activities include hiking groups (10), Riondel Seniors’ 
Association (7), Yoga (5), East Shore Writers’ Group (5)

 From the “Best of COVID” people changed to doing more activities 
outside

 From the “Worst of COVID” concerns about the reduced activities 
available now, in particular at the community halls. (12)

 Groups like 55+, Riondel Seniors, have not been available due to 
COVID-19
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Civic Participation & Employment

 There were 75 unique societies/organizations which indicate a high 
degree of  civic participation.  

 Societies frequently mentioned include the Boswell Memorial Hall (9),
Riondel Campground Society (6), East Shore Transportation Society 
(5), and East Shore Internet Society (5).

 From “Why People Left” - people of all ages left for job opportunities 
elsewhere (11)

Communication & Information

 From the “How Often do you Connect” - 85% connect with others at 
least weekly and 15% were less often (see graph below for 
reference)

 From “How to Support Elders” - 46 comments about social networks, 
visits with seniors (11), checking in (7), having a phone tree/registry 
for regular check ins (5), and needing good friends/neighbours (5).

 Communicating the Results - 69% wanted to receive the results by 
email, 43% would read the results in the mainstreet, 19% indicated 
over the phone, 14.5% indicated the results could be communicated 
with Facebook.   The Creston Valley Advance, Pennywise, mail and 
CBC Radio were also mentioned. 
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Respect & Social Inclusion

 From the “Worst of COVID” - 6 comments related to feeling 
disconnected/isolated either because people are staying away or they
feel alienated because of virus concerns

 From the “Community Index” - 98% feel at home in our community, 
81% say most of their neighbours know them, 96% feel people 
generally get along with each other

 20% of responses indicated social networks are needed to support 
elders in our community

Community Support & Health Services

 From “How to Support Elders” - 54 comments about medical/health 
services.  General comments like more home care services (4) to 
specific suggestions like having a home care system that can 
respond to urgent needs (rather than needing to be scheduled 2 
weeks in advance) to increasing the lab availability

 From “Why People Left”- this was the most mentioned reason (29%) -
to be closer to health care/specialists/hospitals 

Food Abundance
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 From “How to Support Elders” - 94 comments about services to 
support elders in our community that include bringing 
supplies/groceries (18), providing fresh meals/in-home food prep 
(13).

 Also mentioned with the home care system - to increase services that
can be provided including cooking meals and monitoring food intake

 From “Additional Notes, Comments” one comment to build a 
community greenhouse

Research and writing by Taryn Stokes and Laverne Booth
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Recommendations for Action

Develop circle of supports - encourage elders to write down the phone 
numbers of 5 contacts who they can reach out to
Create care groups
Hold a community conversation on the home care situation
Need a local contact list (service providers - deliveries, groceries, cleaning, 
yard work)
Follow up with friendly phone calls for those that requested them
Consider an adopt-a-grandparent program 
Communicate details on nurse practitioner roles and availability
Encourage the halls boards to adopt Universal Design Principles 
Age friendly awareness is our goal - work with the school on 
intergenerational programs

Next Steps

Advisory committee to review report and recommendations.  
Report back to communities (emails, Mainstreet, facebook, mail).
Ongoing communication to continue community conversations (social 
media, print)


